RECYCLING OF DRUGS FROM EXPIRED DRUG PRODUCTS: COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW

ABSTRACT

In general, most of drugs are not toxic when expired, but they can lose their effectiveness over time. The decrease in the concentration of the drug in drug product from 100% to 90% of its concentration is known as shelf life. The medication is used within its shelf-life, its shows maximum efficacy and the safety. The expiration date is the final day that the manufacturer guarantees the full potency and safety of a medication. Recently studies conducted by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration over 100 drugs, prescription and over-the-counter products showed that about 90% of them were safe and effective as long as 15 years past their expiration dates. India's pharmaceutical industry is losing around Rs 500 crore annually on account of destruction of expired drugs, hitting the bottom line of drug manufacturers, especially the small and medium ones. In our present communication, we made an attempt to study different methodologies for recycling active drugs from expired drug products (or) pharmaceutical dosage forms. It is attributed that when a drug product gets expired, it may contain 90% or even above of the Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient(s). Medicine recycling may be a possibility (especially if manufacturers are mandated to blister-package and bar-code individual tablets and capsules). The suitable chromatographic methods and analytical techniques could therefore be adopted for isolation and eventual quantification of active ingredients for the purpose of successful recycling into useful synthetic intermediates or active drugs. This approach would remain cost-effective as well as eco-friendly from the point of view of their industrial applicability and commercial benefits.
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INTRODUCTION

Before discussing about the process of recycling of drugs and requirement of recycling and use of recycling of drugs it is prime important to know about some basic stability studies of API and some key words related to stability study of drugs and expired date of drugs, they are shelf life, half-life, potency efficacy, expired date etc.. Shelf life: The period of time that a drug can be stored and still is considered safe and effective for use. Half-life: The period of time required for the concentration or amount of drug in the body to be reduced to exactly half of a given concentration or amount.
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Potency: The amount of drug that is needed to produce a given effect. Efficacy: The maximum effect that a drug can produce, regardless of dose. Expiry date: According to USFDA the expired date indicates the date the manufacturer guarantees the full potency and safety of the drug. At the time of the medication expiry date, the drug must be at least 90% of the original potency under proper storage conditions. Recycling of drugs is the process in which there are many important factors are there which plays an important role in drug expiration, stability studies of drugs and recycling methods which are suitable for specific drugs in which expiry date is the prime important for an individual drug product.

OBJECTIVE

Many patients, of 1.3 million adults with disabilities, do not take their medications as prescribed because of cost; as a result, more than half reported subsequent health problems. Severe disability, poor health, low income, lack of
insurance, and a high number of prescriptions increase the odds of cost-related compliance. Many people’s are not able to afford medication vital to their health and well-being. They either completely do without, skip doses, or fail to refill medication prescribed for chronic medical conditions all because of the perceived high cost of medicines. Another possible supply for expensive medication still under patent exists. It is the unused supply that patients are left with when they stop or change medicines. Could we somehow get those unused tablets and capsules to those in need at a reasonable price? Why not recycle widely used expensive medications like atypical antipsychotics, where each tablet may cost $7–$14 each, or Zofran (an anti-nausea medication used for cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy), which costs close to $30 per tablet? How about an effort to recycle Gleevec capsules, which cost approximately $27,000 per year for the treatment of a single patient with chronic myelogenous leukemia, a price based in part on the price of interferon, the next best available drug treatment for that disease. So the high cost of medicines is a problem that seems to be getting worse rather than better, for this we thought to recycle the most useful and expensive medication especially the drugs used for chemotherapy for healthcare development of poor people and economic development of our country for better development in pharmacy field.

TARGET GROUPS

A drug-recycling program might begin with a few high-cost products, what the industry calls “blockbusters.” Some important blockbuster drugs are like drugs used for chemotherapy etc. There are some important side effects are there due to this cost effective cancer drugs such as nausea and baldness in males. To overcome these side effects it is necessary to use other anti-nausea drugs like Zofran which is also cost effective drug which costs close to $30 per tablet. The major target site is decreasing the cost of most useful drugs and increasing the stock of cost effective and more useful drugs to serve mankind.

ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

Towards the entire healthcare sector

Many drugs are expired due to over production of same API and other reasons are due to cost effect poor people are not show much interest to buy the specific API majorly because of this reasons the drugs are getting expired. Now in present study we perform experiments to produce more drugs of cost effective API to decrease cost and increase the availability of those cost effective drugs to poor patients. It shows major action on healthcare sector by fast moving of cost effective drugs and development of healthcare sector economically.

Towards general public/consumers/citizen of the country

Recycling of drugs is also useful directly educate patients about the need for continuing medication for chronic indications such as Cancer, Diabetes, Hypertension, Dyslipidemia, Depression, Schizophrenia, AIDS, etc...

Benefits to the business

Obviously, this recycling program is more effectively useful economically but it is cost-effective process of recycling of drugs. By this it is easy to increase the economic development of pharmacy field and decrease the annual economical lose due to expiration of cost effective drugs.

KEYS TO SUCCESS

a) Implementation strategies

In this recycling process first of all we choose an expired product from this the API was extracted and the qualitative and quantitative assessment was done for this API to evaluate the strength. After that perform in vitro/in vivo pharmacological activities and finally compare the potency of expired product with extracted API.

b) Finances

It is majorly cost effective program. In this experiment we perform recycling of cost effective drugs like ZOFRAN- $30 per tablet and GLEEVEC capsules which cost $27000 per year to reduce the cost of those by recycling of API.

c) Marketing

India’s pharmaceutical industry is losing around Rs 500 crore annually on account of destruction of expired drugs, hitting the bottom line of drug manufacturers, especially the small and medium ones. In our present communication, we made an attempt to study different methodologies for recycling active drugs from expired drug products (or) pharmaceutical dosage forms.

PROTOCOL

The recycling of drugs from expired drug products is the new revolution in the pharmacy field which brings rapid changes and development in future pharmacy education and values of pharmacy education. We assume to
recycle the drugs from expired drug products by following this protocol as follows

1. Marketed expired product.
2. Extraction of API from expired product.
3. Qualitative and quantitative assessment of API.
5. Comparing the potency of expired drug product with extracted API.

**CONCLUSION:**

Dosage form packaging, details of manufacturer, manufacture date, expiration date, medication name, and dosage would bring us close to the possibility of recycling appropriately chosen medications. Special recycling health care unit would have to work with manufacturers, wholesalers, retail pharmacies, health insurers, and the FDA to work out ways to make the whole process of drug manufacturing and distribution compatible with recycling. No doubt Congress would have to pass new laws and insurance companies would have to determine liability risk. That is a lot of work and a lot of change. Clearly, there would also be the need for the FDA to fully monitor and stop the distribution of recycled medicines that might be adulterated, misbranded, expired, sub potent, contaminated, or counterfeit. Whatever the safeguards, recycled medicine may pose an additional risk to consumers, but so does going without needed medication or skipping doses to save money. It comes down. Although recycling medication may seem like a risky and bizarre idea, new technologies may make it reasonably safe or at least safer than no medicine at all for whole groups of people. Throwing away valuable resources when there is apparently not enough to go around is cavalier and unfeeling, not to mention poor public policy. Either medication prices come down, insurance covers medication for all or we begin a discussion of other options, like recycling. By no means should we ignore patient safety issues or liability concerns. These are thorny issues, yet new technology offers interesting solutions.

Dosage form packaging upon reviewing statistics and the many ways in which recycling is in effect throughout the nation, we can confidently state that recycling is a profitable measure. In addition to these findings, we can also conclude that recycling would gain more profit if consumers had something to gain from recycling.
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